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QUANTUM MECHANICS

Mechanically detecting and avoiding
the quantum fluctuations of a
microwave field
J. Suh,1,2 A. J. Weinstein,1,2 C. U. Lei,1,2 E. E. Wollman,1,2 S. K. Steinke,1,3 P. Meystre,3
A. A. Clerk,4 K. C. Schwab1,2*
Quantum fluctuations of the light field used for continuous position detection produce
stochastic back-action forces and ultimately limit the sensitivity. To overcome this
limit, the back-action forces can be avoided by giving up complete knowledge of the
motion, and these types of measurements are called “back-action evading” or
“quantum nondemolition” detection. We present continuous two-tone back-action
evading measurements with a superconducting electromechanical device, realizing three
long-standing goals: detection of back-action forces due to the quantum noise of a
microwave field, reduction of this quantum back-action noise by 8.5 T 0.4 decibels
(dB), and measurement imprecision of a single quadrature of motion 2.4 T 0.7 dB below
the mechanical zero-point fluctuations. Measurements of this type will find utility in
ultrasensitive measurements of weak forces and nonclassical states of motion.

D

uring the theoretical investigation of the
ultimate sensitivity of gravitational wave
detectors in the 1970s, it was understood
how quantum physics places limits on
measurements of motion (1, 2). For continuous position measurements, the quantum
back-action forces from vacuum fluctuations of
the detection light field limit the sensitivity at the
standard quantum limit (SQL) (2). Recently, the
detection of motion has advanced to the point
that quantum back-action engineering has become necessary to improve measurement sensitivity. Position imprecision below the SQL has
been achieved in microwave (3) and optical (4)
systems, force sensitivity near the quantum limit
has been demonstrated with cold atoms (5), and
quantum back-action forces from electronic currents (6) or optical fields (7, 8) have been observed.
The quantum back-action can be manipulated by
modulating the coupling between the detection
field and mechanical element, where the coupling modulation can be implemented by either
sudden stroboscopic measurement (9, 10) or
1
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continuous two-tone back-action evading (BAE)
measurement (11–14).
Our system is a microwave-frequency parametric transducer of motion (Fig. 1A): A mechanical
resonator (wm = 2p × 4.0074 MHz) modulates
the capacitance of a superconducting electrical
resonator (wc = 2p × 5.4481 GHz), and modibyﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
13.8 T 0.3
fies wcp
ﬃ Hz (g0/2p) per xzp, where
xzp ¼ ℏ=ð2mwm Þ ≈ 1.8 fm is the amplitude
of zero-point fluctuations of the mechanical
resonator with mass m (15–17). The intrinsic
damping rate of the mechanical resonator is
Gm0 = 2p × 10 Hz at 20 mK. The damping rate of
the electrical resonator is k = 2p(869 T 9) kHz,
which places this system into the sideband resolved limit (wm > k) required to realize BAE dynamics (14, 18). The excitation and read-out of
the electrical resonator is achieved via input and
output ports, with coupling rates of kL = 2p(0.15 T
0.04) MHz and kR = 2p(0.5 T 0.1) MHz, respectively.
We investigate the device by monitoring the
response when driven by a carefully engineered
microwave field (Fig. 1B). When driving the
device with a coherent microwave tone (“pump”)
at wp = wc − wm, the electromechanical coupling
together with mechanical motion results in frequency up-conversion of pump photons to wc in
a Raman-like process at a rate nmGopt, where nm is
the occupation factor of the mechanical mode,
and Gopt ¼ 4g02 np =k, with np as the number of
sciencemag.org SCIENCE
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(23) and speculate that even higher-order processes should become accessible when one eliminates residual parabolic energy shifts due to the
trapping laser beams.
Our results underline the utility of cold atoms
in optical lattices for the investigation of fundamental physical processes driven by smallamplitude terms and specifically higher-order
tunneling. By partly freezing the motion in the
deep lattice, these sensitive processes can be
observed here despite finite initial temperatures (which here are converted into defects and
missing atoms in an ensemble of initial states).
This will motivate further investigation of quantum phases and critical properties near these
higher-order resonances, which are presently
unknown, including systems with tilts along multiple axes (19, 30). Our initial studies of parameter reversals also open the door to the study of
many-body dephasing and echo-type experiments
on a quantum many-body system, as well as investigations into the nature of the many-body
dephasing and (apparent) thermalization (31).
Parallels can be drawn with arrays of quantum
dots, opening further possibilities to model electron tunneling over multiple sites (11) by using
fermionic atoms.
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tor (Fig. 1C, red cross and inset). Also, with a
back-action damping measurement (19, 21, 22),
we calibrate np (Fig. 1D). In all the following
measurements, we feedback-control the sample
temperature at 20.0 T 0.2 mK with our calibrated
RuO resistance thermometer to ensure an accurate and stable thermal environment.
In this system, two-tone BAE is accomplished
by modulating the microwave pump field in the
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
resonator:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ apump ðtÞ ¼ 2np cos wm t ⋅ cos wc t ¼
np =2½cosðwc − wm Þt þ cosðwc þ wm Þt. The
modulation has the effect of coupling to a single mechanical quadrature, X1, where xðtÞ ¼
X1 ðtÞcos wm t þ X2 ðtÞsin wm t. The BAE nature

Fig. 1. Device, measurement scheme, and sample characterization.
(A) Device electron micrograph. A parallel plate capacitor is connected to a
spiral inductor, forming a lumped-element microwave resonator. The top plate
of the capacitor is a compliant membrane, and we study its fundamental
mechanical resonance (blue, silicon; gray, aluminum). (B) Measurement scheme.
Shot-noise-limited microwave tones are applied to the device, and the output
microwave field from the device is amplified by a low-noise amplifier at 4.2 K

can be understood by noting that the back-action
force produced at the mechanical frequency by
the beating between voltage noise at the microwave resonance and the large pump field produces
displacements exclusively in the X2 quadrature
(18). In this way, one gains information about X1
and places both the classical and quantum backaction into X2. Here, the classical back-action is due
to thermal and technical noise in the microwave
field, quantified by the effective occupation factor nc. In contrast, the quantum back-action is
due to the vacuum fluctuations of the electromagnetic field when the electrical resonator is in the
quantum ground state (nc = 0). This back-action

for analysis (21). (C) Calibration of motional sidebands (blue circles and line).
(Inset) Motional sideband at base temperature. (D) Back-action damping. In
addition to a red-detuned pump, a weak probe sweeping near the electrical
resonance is applied, and its absorption shows the resonant mechanical
response. Blue circle, mechanical damping rate; blue line, back-action damping
theory fit (19). (Inset) Examples of absorption spectra at np ≈ 5 × 103, 3 × 104,
and 1 × 105 from top to bottom.

Fig. 2. Measurement of the quadrature-dependent back-action. (A) Microwave
set-up. Strong BAE pumps (red) are applied symmetrically about the microwave
resonance (dashed line). Weak BAE probes (blue) with a small detuning (+30 kHz)
from the pumps are used to measure the back-action from the BAE pumps. A weak
cooling tone with Gopt = 2p(88 T 3) Hz is applied at the same time (green). (B) An
example of measured mechanical fluctuations along the BAE pump axis (red circles)
and the probe axis (blue circles). f is the angle between these two axes. The blue line
is a fit to A sin2f + B (21). (C) Polar plot of (B), defining X1 and X2 along the direction
of minimum and maximum fluctuation, respectively. (D) Mechanical fluctuations
along the probe axis (〈XðfÞ2 〉) at different microwave noise powers: Dh = 5.71, 9.17,
13.41, and 20.99 (T0.04) aW/Hz (brown, green, blue, and red dots, respectively).
(E) Back-action in the X2 quadrature normalized by quantum back-action 〈X22 〉qb a ¼ 2ðGopt =Gm Þxzp 2 . Inset, the microwave noise spectrum at microwave occupation
factor nc ≈ 0.9. Dh is the noise density from the noise floor at wc, proportional to nc. The sharp peak at the center is the mechanical sideband at np = 1.3 × 106.
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pump photons in the electrical resonator. Similarly, when driving at wp = wc + wm, photons are
down-converted at a rate (nm+1)Gopt (19). These
up- or down-converted sidebands are the signals analyzed; examples of the measured power
spectra of these sidebands are shown in Fig. 3.
The sideband powers are calibrated by measuring the thermomechanical fluctuations at
calibrated sample temperatures (20, 21) (Fig. 1C).
During the thermal calibration, we observe that
the thermalization of the weakly pumped device
at ultralow temperature is excellent, evidenced
by the motional sideband corresponding to 7.2 T
0.2 mK at the base temperature of our refrigera-

evading mechanism can be also understood by
observing that X1 and X2 are constants of motion
and thus quantum nondemolition observables (12).
The mechanical quadrature fluctuations are
computed as
2
¼ 1 þ 2nm þ 2nbad
〈X12 〉=xzp
2
〈X22 〉=xzp
¼ 1 þ 2nm þ 2nBAE
ba þ 2nbad

ð1Þ

= (Gopt/Gm)(2nc + 1), nbad ¼
where nBAE
ba
½k2 =ð32w2m ÞnBAE
ba , and Gm is the mechanical
damping rate (14). One sees that the uncoupled
X2 quadrature experiences the measurement
back-action nBAE
ba , proportional to np, but the
back-action onto X1 is reduced by ½k2 =ð32w2m Þ,
which is expected to be small (1.5 × 10−3) in
our experiment due to the sideband resolution
realized in our device (k/wm = 0.217 T 0.002) .
We first study the quadrature-dependent backaction using two sets of BAE tones, denoted as
“pump” and “probe” (Fig. 2). The pump tones
(np = 1.1 × 106) are set 20 dB stronger than the
probe tones, and we control the relative phase (f)
between the beat tones of these two sets. This setup allows us to control the phase of the mechanical quadrature measured by the probe tones,
relative to the strong pump tones. The resulting
output spectrum of the probe tones measures
〈X ðfÞ2 〉 ¼ 〈X12 〉cos2 f þ 〈X22 〉sin2 f (21).
Figure 2, B and C, compare the signals from
the two sets of BAE tones. The fluctuations at f =
p/2 along the X2 quadrature show maximal increase in fluctuations due to back-action from

the BAE pumps, and the minimum fluctuations
at f = 0 agree with 〈X12 〉 measured by the pump
tones, demonstrating the avoidance of the backaction from the noise in the detection microwave field. The back-action noise into X2, 〈X22 〉ba ¼
2
2nBAE
ba xzp , is expected to be proportional to 2nc+1
(Eq. 1), where the first term (nc) represents classical microwave noise and the second term (+1)
is from the quantum fluctuations of microwave
field. In Fig. 2, D and E, we explore 〈X22 〉ba as a
function of nc by injecting microwave noise from
room temperature into the device. In the measurement of quadrature-dependent back-action
shown in Fig. 2D, we clearly observe an increase
of back-action in X2, 〈X22 〉ba ¼ 〈X ðf ¼ p=2Þ2 〉 −
〈X ðf ¼ 0Þ2 〉, as nc increases.
To determine nc, we concurrently measure the
noise power density above the amplifier noise
floor at wc (Dh), which is linearly related to nc,
using a cryogenic microwave switch (21) (Fig.
2E, inset). Figure 2E shows the observed 〈X22 〉ba
versus Dh. We see that the relationship is linear
but does not extrapolate to zero back-action for
zero classical microwave noise at Dh = 0: The mechanical device experiences a fluctuating force
in excess of the classical noise contribution. The
offset we observe is 1.1 T 0.1, which is calibrated
with high accuracy through the mechanical thermal calibration (21). This agrees well with the
“+1” in nBAE
ba expected from the quantum fluctuations in the microwave field, with a minor contribution of thermal nc ≈ 0.1 (21). In addition, the
slope in the fit to Eq. 1 yields the calibration of
classical microwave noise: nc/Dh = 0.22 T 0.02

(aW/Hz)−1. Most important, this measurement
constitutes the first demonstration of mechanical detection of the quantum fluctuations of a
microwave field (23, 24).
The back-action from both the classical and
quantum noise of the detection electromagnetic
field is avoided in a single-quadrature measurement
of motion with two-tone BAE. However, in general, the mechanical motion can also experience
measurement back-action from sources other
than the noise in the detection field. For instance, the increase in mechanical fluctuations
due to thermal dissipation in the device is not
avoided in BAE. To quantify these other backaction effects, and measure the total back-action
into X1, we measure the initial thermal motion
and observe the increase in 〈X12 〉. We also measure 〈x2 〉 in a non-BAE configuration to compare
the back-action (21). As expected, we observe that
the BAE spectrum exhibits reduced back-action
compared to the non-BAE case (Fig. 3, A and B).
In Fig. 3C, we plot the initial thermal motion
〈x2 〉0 , 〈x2 〉 from non-BAE, and 〈X12 〉 from BAE at
various pump strengths. In Fig. 3D, the total measurement back-action, 〈x2 〉ba and 〈X12 〉ba , and the
measurement imprecision, 〈x2 〉imp and 〈X12 〉imp ,
are plotted. Here, we define np as np ¼ ja2pump j=2
for BAE and np ¼ ja2pump j=4 for non-BAE in order
to compare the imprecision and back-action in
these two pump configurations properly (21).
In non-BAE, as the imprecision decreases, the
fluctuations due to back-action increase (blue
dots in Fig. 3D). At np = 2.3 × 106, the mechanical
occupation increases from 13.0 T 0.5 to 68.5 T

Fig. 3. Back-action evading measurement. (A) An example of measured
motional sidebands in two-tone non-BAE (blue) and BAE (red) configurations.
(Inset) The blue area under the motional sideband represents the mechanical
fluctuations 〈x2 〉. Imprecision (〈x2 〉imp ) is the additive noise inferred from the
measurement noise floor (S0x ), equal to the gray area under a Lorentzian with
its peak height S0x and linewidth Gm. (B) The increase in the motional
sideband area either in non-BAE (blue) or in BAE (red), compared to the nopump case (green), identifies the total measurement back-action. The spectra
are centered at the mechanical resonance. (C) The mechanical fluctuations
measured in non-BAE (blue) and BAE (red) at various pump strengths.
(D) Measurement imprecision (circles) and back-action (dots) of non-BAE
(blue) and BAE (red). The solid blue line represents a fit to the measured backaction, including classical noise in the electrical resonator.The solid green line is
the expected quantum back-action from microwave shot noise. The dashed
blue line shows a fit to the measured imprecision, and the dashed green line is
the imprecision at the quantum limit. (Inset) The spectrum indicating BAE
imprecision below the zero point.
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EARTH’S INTERIOR

Dehydration melting at the top of the
lower mantle
Brandon Schmandt,1* Steven D. Jacobsen,2* Thorsten W. Becker,3
Zhenxian Liu,4 Kenneth G. Dueker5
The high water storage capacity of minerals in Earth’s mantle transition zone (410- to
660-kilometer depth) implies the possibility of a deep H2O reservoir, which could cause
dehydration melting of vertically flowing mantle. We examined the effects of downwelling
from the transition zone into the lower mantle with high-pressure laboratory experiments,
numerical modeling, and seismic P-to-S conversions recorded by a dense seismic array in
North America. In experiments, the transition of hydrous ringwoodite to perovskite and
(Mg,Fe)O produces intergranular melt. Detections of abrupt decreases in seismic velocity
where downwelling mantle is inferred are consistent with partial melt below 660
kilometers. These results suggest hydration of a large region of the transition zone and that
dehydration melting may act to trap H2O in the transition zone.

T

he water content of the upper mantle as
sampled by mid-ocean ridge basalts is
0.005 to 0.02 weight % (wt %) (1), but a
potentially much larger, deep reservoir
of water may exist in the mantle transition
zone between 410- and 660-km depth owing to
the 1 to 3 wt % H2O storage capacity of the major
mineral phases wadsleyite and ringwoodite (2, 3).
Convective mass transfer across the boundaries of
the transition zone could cause dehydration melting, and consequently filtering of incompatible
elements, if water contents in the transition zone
exceed that of the shallower or deeper mantle (4).
An open question is whether transition zone
water contents are sufficient to cause dehydration melting where there is downward flow into
the lower mantle.
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Dehydration melting due to downward flow
across the 660-km discontinuity (660) would require both hydration of ringwoodite in the transition zone and low water storage capacity at the
top of the lower mantle. The recent discovery of a
~1.5 wt % H2O hydrous ringwoodite inclusion in a
diamond (5) demonstrates that, at least locally, the
mantle transition zone may be close to water saturation. Regional detections of high seismic attenuation (6) and electrical conductivity (7) in the
transition zone suggest hydration at larger scales.
However, high-pressure experiments on the incorporation of H2O into silicate perovskite vary widely
from 0.0001 wt % (8) to 0.4 wt % H2O (9), with
other estimates in between (10). Recent experiments
on coexisting phase assemblages indicate a high
H2O partition coefficient between ringwoodite and
silicate perovskite of 15:1 (11), suggesting a large
contrast in water storage capacity at the boundary
between the base of the transition zone and the top
of the lower mantle.
We integrated laboratory experiments, seismic
imaging, and numerical models of mantle flow to
investigate mass transfer and melting at the interface between the transition zone and lower mantle
beneath North America (12). We conducted in situ
13 JUNE 2014 • VOL 344 ISSUE 6189
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0.1, consistent with a small finite microwave occupation factor (nc ≈ 0.6 T 0.1) in addition to the
quantum fluctuations. In contrast, we do not observe a large increase in the mechanical fluctuations in BAE as the imprecision decreases (red
dots in Fig. 3D). The expected back-action into
the measured quadrature due to the finite side2
at np = 4.7 × 106.
band resolution (14) is 0:12xzp
2
is
The measured back-action of 〈X12 〉ba ≈ 10xzp
likely due to thermal dissipation in our device.
Nonetheless, we demonstrate avoidance of the
back-action noise by 10.7 T 0.3 dB at np = 2.3 × 106
compared with non-BAE. Most important, we
show that the back-action 〈X12 〉ba is 8.5 T 0.4 dB
below the level set by quantum fluctuations of the
2
microwave field, 2ðGopt =Gm Þxzp
, at np = 4.7 × 106.
In addition, the quadrature imprecision is be2
2
at this point: 〈X12 〉imp ¼ ð0:57 T 0:09Þxzp
low xzp
(Fig. 3D, inset). This is approximately a factor of
200 above that of quantum-limited imprecision,
which is consistent with the detection efficiency
determined by kR/k ≈ 0.5, the microwave loss
between the device and amplifier (≈2 dB), and
the noise temperature (≈4 K) of the amplifier at
4 K stage.
Quantum fluctuations of a single mode in a
microwave field can be sensed with a mechanical
system, and, with the proper pump field, these
fluctuations can be steered into an unobserved
aspect of the motion. These results lead the way
toward measuring and manipulating the quantum noise of a mechanical resonator. As described
in (14), feedback on the motion may be applied
to produce a squeezed state from a thermal state.
Using a nearly quantum-limited amplifier (25),
we expect the generation of a squeezed state
2
< 1) with np ≈ 105, which would be
(〈X12 〉=xzp
useful for detection of weak forces and fundamental studies of quantum decoherence (26).
Finally, we note that the mechanical mode reaching 7.2 mK demonstrates a new application of a
micromechanical resonator as a primary ultralowtemperature thermometer.

Mechanically detecting and avoiding the quantum fluctuations
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Avoiding back-action in quantum measurements
The very process of measuring a quantum system has an influence on the system through the
process of back-action. Suh et al. used a back-action evasion scheme to monitor the motion of a
miniature oscillator without influencing its motion (see the Perspective by Bouwmeester). The scheme
should help in the understanding of the fundamental limits associated with measurement and will have
practical implications in providing a low-temperature thermometer and a probe of extremely weak
forces.
Science, this issue p. 1262
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